Pedro Teixeira & Ravi Atreya
Patient First - Transforming the Burden of Charting

Join the conversation #StrategyShare19
This is why we launched PredictionHealth
Saves 2 hours per day

Traditional Documentation

More time to focus on patients

Less computer time

PredictionHealth

2 hours SAVED per day!

- Chart prep
- Chart review
- Physical exam
- Patient interaction w/o computer
- Patient interaction w/ computer
- Post visit documentation & orders
Progress

1st Pilot Site
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3686 Entrepreneurship Festival
Launch Tennessee

1st Pilot Site

1st Place (3 times) & People's Choice

'17

Google Cloud for Startups

MuckerLab

NSF Innovation Corps

Corps
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FAQ:

Yes, it works with Epic!
What’s next?

Launching multiple sites this summer

Piloting with Vanderbilt Urology

1,000s of cases per week by end of year
Calls to action

Come try the demo!

Contact us for feedback or pilot information

Pedro@predictionhealth.com
Ravi@predictionhealth.com